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Frequent testing with instructor-made tests has become a

common practice in many college and universities, especially in

ses such as research design or statistics where the

acquisition of a hierarchy of skills is required. In courses

where short quizzes are given during each class period, a

significant proportion of class time is given over to sucn

testing during the semester. It is impo tant that this practice

be evaluated in terms of its utility in promoting learning,

improving instruction and identifying learning problems which may

require intervention.

The use 0+ frequent q _zzes to monit r progress is an example

of what Bloom, Hastings and M dau- (1571) have called formative

evaluation. Formative evaluation enta ls the collection of

relevant data to provide guidance for the learner, and indicate

the need for modifications in tea hing strategies. Used properly,

_ can improve the instructor's ability to meet individual needs.

The major goal 4 formative evaluation is to provide feedback

during the learning process on err rs and misconceptions, rate of

progress, and achievement relative to an acceptable level of

competence. Sum ive evalua_ion in contr st, provides a general

assessment of st dent achievement over an entire coArse or la ge

unit and is usually the major determinant of course orades.

Accordino to Bloom, one potential use of formative evaluation



data is in predicting the outcome of summative evaluation. Since

there iS usually considerable overlap bet een the two kinds of

as -ess ent in terms of content, behavi rs and testing procedures.

the t nds of test results are likely to be h ghly correlated.

Thus, it may be possible to predict pe formance on summative

tests in advance, and to alter the prediction for the better.

Empirical evidence suociests that students use data from formative

evalu tion to modify their study habitS and improve their

perfor ance over time. W Ife (1981) in a study of students in an

undergraduate nursing research course, fo nd that prediction of

midterm examination scores from pre-midterm quiz es was

considerably more a curate than the prediction of final

examinati n scores from pre-final exam quizzes. She concluded

that by the time half term had passed, students had learned to

use the results of weekly quizzes to change the prediction as

Bloom suggested. In another study with the same popul tion

Wolfe. 1985) weekly ClUiz scores were summed over each of +our

three-week periods. Final exam scores were dichotomized as

satisfactory (A or B) or unsatisfactory (C or below).

Discriminant analyses revealed that 71% of the final examination

scores were correctly classified as s tisfactory or

unsatisfactory on the basis of qui subtotal scores. Ex mination

of group differences on the individual discriminating variables

showed that mean scores for the "satisfa tory" group were higher

on the first three quiz _ubtotals than those of the

"unsatisfact ry" group. Ho ever, during the last quarter term

th s difference was reversed, with the "unsatisfactory" group



achieving a slighly per n L11 sLuLbtotal. This -F nd ng

suggested that stu- emits having rnor mbal difficulty with course
material, as efl -cted in lo e -Final a-,4 mination scores, may

have tried somewhat harder to modify eir study habits and
improve their standing toward the end cr--f the term, compared to
their relatively s_ -e classmates.

In a third study -lfe_ 1.9136) the xtent to which gr des on
a comprehensive final examination could be classified as 000d (A
or B), -Fair (C) or por (I) or F) on the basis of weekly quiz
scores was determin d- Students in an uidergraduate nursing
rase rch course were given short quizzes and a
'comprehensive final ex minati on. Three iscriminant analyses were
performed with recode inal examinatior--, scores as the grouping

variable. Discriminati_no variables -For he an lyses consisted o
the four quiz scores -From the first, midle and last third of the
semest r, respectivelv. Although quiz s=ores discriminated
s pnificantly between the groups -For eah time peri d p<-05),
the percentape of cases correctiv cl ssi Pied decreased over time.
The fact that final w< aminati on grades .ecame less predictable
over time further supported Blo s con ture that st dents
may indeed modify tin study habits and change the forecast.

In 145 ng discriminant analysis to pr.,edict group memb rship on
the basis of a set of measurements, an i ndividual is assigned to
that group -for which he or she has the hz-Aghest posterio
probability of membersinio. Most computer programs (e.g. SPSS-X,

19816) o-Ffer several opions -For determin ng the so-called pri r
pr bability of group member h p. The pric=r probability of a given
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pooulation is the probability that an indi sa_

in a

three-group discr min nt analysis in whic- thv_ grc equal

in size, a straightforward assumption winv, ,-1At person

d of being

classified into any one of the groups. Tint wIthout knowing

any of the individual's characteristics, ws Ar e 04:lua1ly likely to

classify him or her as belonging to group 1* or 3. However,

Bayesian adjustment of this prior probability may be advisable

if the group ' zes differ widely or the costs of

mi classification into certain groups are considered very hiah.

For t nce, in the case of students who are at risk of academic

failure or poor performance, the cost of failing to. identify them

early may b- re arded as several times great r than the cost of

random actually comes from that popul tic-

selected a random has a prior probabil:

mi classifyino students whose pe formance tisfactory.

The purpose of the present study was to compare the effeC

of three cliff:rent procedures +or specifying the prior

probabilities of group membership on improving the ability

correctly classify students at risk of fail re in an

undergraduate research methods

METHODS

Samole. One hundred +arty nine students in five sections 4 an_

undergraduate course in nurs ng research methods partic pated in

the study. All sections were taught by the investigator dur ng

1984 and 1985.
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Proced re. For each section, i ultiple-c=h ize quizzes with five

to ten items were g v n, one eaOhweek aft L'er the first week of

1,ass. Each quiz covered content which had been presented and
reviewed during the previous cla-ssses . Students exchanged

completed quizzes with their neir_ghbors for grading, and the
co.-- e t answers were read in clAsby the =instructor. The quizzes

we e returned to the -,tamines, end e- h qestion was discussed
in as much detail as needed. Ftz, 3cwino v*--lew, quizzes were
collected and grades reco decl by the instrtator. The following
week, qu ere returned to Students witf-th the suggestion 1:hat

they keep them to aid in rev ir19or tho -Final examination@ The

course content was the same ri ehsectior. with the firsthalf
term devoted to descriptive an ci acrrelatiorial statistics.
measurement and reses ch desiri, while the second half dealt with

Istatistical inference. On the 1.stday f 3.a.ss a comprehensive

60-item multiple choice exami nettnn was oiN.-..wien. Students were

invit-d to contact the instructOt- to arrant:x=1e -for individual

con-Ferences regarding their per.Ft:irmance.

REsuL.:r

For the purpose o + statisti lanalvS. quiz scores were

summed over each of three 4--urweekperio s in order to enhance

f e ratio of subjects topredictor reliability a d ensur

variables Final examination %coreswere rew-coded as follows:

Group 1. poor or below

dood (4S-60).

Cirdug2, -F (42-47); Group 3



Three stepwise discriminan na lyees were per-Formed on the

dat th the recoded final exam_n-ti n scores as the dependent

rneaSLtre and the three r-week q iz subtotals as the

discriminact=ing variables. For the first analysis the pr

probabilitiemes were all assumed to equal 0.337.17. For the second

analysis, thlne prior pr b-bilities were pecified as the

proportions

Oroup

of cases in each group: for Group 1, 0.2617; +or

44295; for Group 3, 0.3087. For the third analysis, a

procedure 0LJggested by Aiifi and Ci rk (1984) was followed. The

investigator-- considered it three times as serious to 1 sify

a poor studement as it was to misclassify a fair or good st dent.

Thms the prop_ tions cases in groups 1, 2 and 3 were

multiplied bulay 3, 1 and 1, respectively:

For Group 1: adjusted pt = .2617 X 3 = .7851

For Group 2: adjusted p. = .4295 X 1 =

For Group adjusted ps = .3087 X 1 =

Since the or 'tor probabilities must sum to 1, the probabilities

computed aho- ye were f rth-r adjusted by dividing each one by

,7851 .429-,g5 .3067 = 1.5233. Thus, the final valu for the

rior probblities were:

For Group 1:

For Group

For Group 3:

cl;

= .2 -

Me results c=nf the three an 1 s-s are shown in Table

Table 1 about here

- 6 -



One significant discriminant fLnct±onwa s f ulna ( 35.297, d-F

= .0000).

DI scuss xorq

The +act that quiz subtotals dicriininated -signi-ficantly

among students classified as poor fair or good on the basis of

final examination performance is in accord with results obtained

earlier by the investigator-. Eaininotion oF univar te
F-rat _s showed that the groups differed signi4.caritly during al l
three p riods . The F-ratios were considr bly larg r

during the -First two pe ds (F 1 .71and F 13.13,

respectively ) than during the last period (F 3.82), suggesting-
that as in the earlier 7t dies, the weaker studwnts may have

attempted to close the gap between their perforn,ance and 4hat of
th 'r stronger pee s. This observation ae v _lit:Sated by

"-ffect scomp each group for eac h. time period (See

Table Effect size was computed by subtractirvg the grand mean

Table 2 about here

-for each time period -From the group mean, and di iding this

difference by the t_t 1 standard deviation for aal 149 cases. F

the "poor" group, the effect size - a etandarclizd measu e of the
discrepancy bet een their performa -e and the ovrall mean -

showed a small but consistent decrease from the t=i eginning to the:
end of the term.
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major interest is the effect of adjusting the prior

probabilities on the percentage of students at risk of

failiAr correctly classified. Table 1 shows that, although the

largest-- overall percentage of cases correctly classified (53.

was CtOained when the prior p obabilities were made

propor=ional to group sizes, the "p or' group, because of its

relately small size. was assigned the smallest prior

probabL-lity. As a result, only =857. of the students in that

group v...oere correctly classified - nearly t -thirds would have

been imftcorrectly identified as "fel or "good" performers. In

Pontra%w-t, when the cost of misclassification of poor performers

was t tc7en into account and the prior prob bilities adjusted

acc rdi ngly, 82.1% of the students in this group were correctly

clas 'f ied. However, the overall percentaq of cases correctly

classif led was only 42.95%.

-iarly, there is a tradeoff involved in the decision to

weight morior probabilities according to the perceived cost of

misclasi-Fication. The method selected must be guided by the

purpose of the statistical analysis as well as the personal

philo%avihy of the investigator. One must weigh the potenti l harm

done to a good student who is mistakenly infor ed that he or she

in aca4 mic jeopardy against the possibly greater damage which

w-tld cxcu- if a student at risk of failure is not identifiid

early er-nough for effective intervention.

10
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Table 1. assi-Fication results -For analyses 2 and 3

Analysis 1 (priors equal)

Predicted group membershipActual group N cases

1 3

Group 1 9

64.17. 12.0% 23.17.

Group 2 64 21 18

72.8% 20.1% 39.1%

Group 7 46 3 13 30

6.5% 28.3% 65.21.

Percent of grouped cases correctly classi-fied: 48.99%

Analysis 2 (prio s proporti nal to group size)

Actual group No. 04 cases Predicted group membership

1 3

Group 1 39 15 20 4

38.5% 51.3% 10.3%

Group 2 64 11 40 17

17.2% 62.5% 20.7%

Group 3 46 2 20 24

4.3% 43.5% 52.2%

Percent 04 grouped cases c rr ctly classi+ied: 53.02%

12
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Table 1 (continted)

Analysis (priors wei hted by cost of misclassification)

Actual group No. of cases Predicted group membership

1

Group 1 79 7 4

82.1% 7.77. 10.3%

Group 2 64 17

65.6% 14.1%

Group 3 46 18 5 --,,,.

79.1% 10.9% 50.0%

Percent of grouped case= correctly classified: 42.95%



Table 2. E-Hect sizes +or the three grOLips at each time period.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

1st period

0.028

2nd period

-0.494

-0.076

0.525

14

3rd period

0.019

0.257


